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I. INTRODUCTION
The 1990s and its sweeping free market reforms opened the door for
international equity markets all around the world. As international equity markets
become increasingly efficient, globalization and diversification become priorities
for many investors.
The stock market of a country is often the best indicator of that country's
economic status.' Since stock markets reflect changes in economic performance,
when a country's economy is on the upswing, it is only natural that its equity
market will follow.2 Over the years, many foreign countries' equity markets have
actually outperformed U.S. stock markets.3 Individuals drastically limit invest-
ment opportunities and potential capital gains if they ignore the tremendous
growth opportunities of the world market.
Because of the accompanying diversification benefits, many investment
experts today maintain that a well-managed equity portfolio should include
positions in foreign stocks.4 However, foreign laws and regulations may affect a
nonresident's ability to invest in foreign stock markets.5 Thus, it is paramount that
1. ROGER G. IBBOTSON & GARY P. BRINsON, GLOBAL INVESTING 12 (1993).
2. Id.
3. ld, at 139. In a table compiled by Morgan Stanley Capital International, US$1 invested in 1970 in
the leading equity market of Japan would have been worth US$39.18 in 1990, while US$1 invested in the
United Kingdom during the same period would have equaled US$14.24. Id. However, that same US$1 would
have only been worth US$7.47 if invested in the United States. Id. Furthermore, from 1978-1990, some of
Latin America's emerging and underdeveloped equity markets witnessed rather appealing compounded annual
returns: Chile- 31.1%, Colombia- 33.5%, Mexico- 17A%, and Venezuela- 35.3%. Id. at 142.
4. Mark Searle, Falling Markets Subdue International Portfolio, SUNDAY TIMES, Jan. 22, 1995,
available in LEXIS, World Library, Times File; see Kathy M. Kristof, Investing Overseas: It's a Roller-
Coaster World, L.A. TIMES, Aug. 23, 1992, at D4 (citing reasons to invest internationally). See generally
Stephen Fidler & Damian Fraser, Shock Waves Hit the Latin Markets-The Emerging Investor, FIN. TIMES,
Mar. 7, 1994, at 25 (relating the prospects of Mexican stocks due to Mexico's newly "streamlined economy"
and comparably low price to earnings ratios); David Toole, Today's Stock Prices May Look Like Bargains
Soon; if Volatile Market Doesn't Scare You Consider Buying, TORONTO STAR, Jan. 22, 1995, at D2. The
author, pointing out that Canadian stock markets are tied to events in the United States, recommends
investment in Canadian companies that stand to benefit from a dropping U.S. dollar. Id. Specifically, the author
recommends companies that export most of their products, since their products would then be cheaper to
foreign buyers. Id.
5. See infra notes 68-228 and accompanying text (discussing the foreign laws and regulations affecting
a U.S. citizen's ability to invest in the stock markets of Canada, Mexico, and the United Kingdom).
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practitioners consider the different barriers, costs, and tax consequences
associated with foreign market investment.6
There are four primary ways for an individual to invest internationally.7 This
comment focuses on the most direct method of international investment: an
individual purchasing shares of a foreign corporation via the foreign country's
own stock market. In this sense, the individual investor actually purchases shares
of a foreign corporation listed on a foreign stock exchange. For tax purposes, this
type of investment is referred to as either "portfolio investment"" or "direct in-
vestment," 9 depending on the percentage of shares acquired by the investor.
In addition, this comment focuses on portfolio investment since it involves
more common transactions involving less capital expenditure than direct invest-
ment.'0 Part II examines portfolio investing and outlines some of the risks and
costs associated with this type of investment.' Part I sets forth applicable U.S.
income taxation law, focusing on the computation of relevant U.S. income taxes
6. See infra notes 31-251 and accompanying text (discussing the foreign laws, regulations, and tax
concerns U.S. citizens must consider when investing in the stock markets of Canada, Mexico, and the United
Kingdom).
7. THOMAS R. KEYES & DAVID MILLER, THE GLOBAL INVESTOR: How TO BUY STOCKS AROUND THE
WORLD 18 (1990). The simplest way to invest internationally is to purchase shares of a U.S. traded
"multinational" company. Id. at 42. Multinationals, U.S. corporations traded on U.S. stock exchanges, are
domestic companies that conduct business overseas, have offices in other countries, and derive some portion
of their profits from overseas operations. Id.
A second method of international investing is to purchase shares of an investment fund, commonly
referred to as a mutual fund. JOHN DOWNES & JORDAN E. GOODMAN, BARRON'S FINANCE & INVESTMENT
HANDBOOK 50(1990). A mutual fund is a portfolio comprised of different stocks that are selected and managed
by an investment company. Id. Thus, there is a limitless number of different ways a mutual fund can be
comprised. Id. For example, the investment company may invest only in a certain region of the world, only
in the stock market of a certain country, or perhaps only in a certain sector of a foreign nation's economy. Id.
An individual investor can easily purchase mutual funds in the United States through a U.S. broker, for a
relatively small fee, or directly through the mutual fund company itself. Id.
A third method by which an individual may invest in the equity of a foreign country involves purchasing
American Depooitory Returns (ADRs). Robert Rothstein, Attention, Foreign Shoppers, FORBES, July 18, 1994,
at 224. ADRs represent foreign securities that are physically deposited with a local custodian for a U.S. bank.
GERALD WARFIELD, How TO BUY FOREIGN STOCKS AND BONDS 24 (1985). With the exception of mutual funds
specializing in foreign investments, purchasing ADRs is perhaps the easiest way for U.S. citizens to invest
overseas. Id. Because ADRs are listed on U.S. stock exchanges, they can easily be purchased just as ordinary
stocks are purchased. Id. As a result, ADRs are becoming an increhsingly more prevalent means of foreign
investment. Nancy H. Kaufman, Exploring the Information Gap: The Taxation of Portfolio Stock Investments
in Foreign Corporations, 30 COLUM. J. TRANSNAT'L L 251 (1992).
A fourth method of international investing is "portfolio" or "direct" investing. See infra note 8
(explaining portfolio investment).
8. 22 U.S.C. § 3102(11) (1988) (defining "portfolio investment" as any international investment which
is not a "direct investment").
9. Id. § 3102(10) (defining "direct investment" as the ownership or control, directly or indirectly, by
one person of at least 10% of the voting securities of an incorporated business enterprise or an equivalent
interest in an unincorporated business enterprise).
10. See supra notes 8-9 (defining portfolio investment and direct investment).
11. See infra notes 18-30 and accompanying text.
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as well as the fundamental significance of income taxation treaties.12 Part IV
analyzes foreign investment restrictions and taxation concerns of investing in
Canadian stock markets. t3 Part V explores the foreign investment requirements
and tax consequences of investing in the Mexican stock market.14 Part VI
documents the laws and restrictions of investing in London's International Stock
Exchange.'5 Part VII examines the effect of the North American Free Trade
Agreement on investment in Canada, Mexico, and the United Kingdom. '6Finally,
Part VIII offers a brief conclusion.' 7
II. PORTFOLIO INVESTING
Investors can essentially accomplish portfolio investing in three different
ways. In short, the nonresident investor may hire either a U.S. brokerage firm, a
foreign brokerage house, or a bank to handle the transaction.'8 Before investing,
however, investors must consider the various risks and costs associated with
investing in foreign markets.
A. Risks and Costs
Persons investing in foreign stock markets may face risks created by
inadequate information, language barriers, political instability, and foreign cur-
rency fluctuations. Prior to investing, investors must fully evaluate and examine
these potential risks.
While U.S. residents have access to a wide variety of information about U.S.
corporations, an information gap often exists with regard to foreign countries. 9
Individuals investing in foreign securities may need to overcome a language
barrier if, for example, the only news or information pertaining to the foreign
company is printed entirely in the foreign language. Moreover, there is a
12. See infra notes 31-67 and accompanying tent.
13. See infra notes 68-121 and accompanying text.
14. See infra notes 123-189 and accompanying text.
15. See infra notes 190-228 and accompanying text.
16. See infra notes 229-251 and accompanying text.
17. See infra notes 252-256 and accompanying text.
18. KEYEs & MLI ER, supra note 7, at 84. Many U.S. brokerage firms have offices overseas. Id. Unlike
the United States, foreign countries often allow foreign banks to buy and sell securities for individual investors
who have accounts with the foreign bank. l Also, unlike in the United States, overseas investors can purchase
securities through U.S. financial institutions doing business in the foreign country. Id.
19. Id. at 101. An individual investing in the stock of a foreign company may never even see the
company first hand if the company does all of its business exclusively in the foreign country. Id. Furthermore,
information about the foreign company may take some time to reach the United States and may also pass
through a series of filters. Id. Most commonly, U.S. newspapers will not find it newsworthy to publish
information concerning the "crises and triumphs of foreign companies-let alone their ordinary operations." Id.
220
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"political risk" associated with countries having unstable governments,2 and a
"foreign currency risk" in countries with wavering economies.2 Mexico is a
prime example of a country experiencing uncertainty about the stability of its
government and economy.22 The August 1994 assassination of the country's
leading presidential candidate and violent guerilla upswings threaten the foun-
dation of its government. 3 A devaluation of Mexico's peso in December 1994
brought about adverse effects to its stock market.24
In addition to the risks associated with investing internationally, an investor
will most likely face elevated brokerage costs when investing in foreign stock
markets. For example, investors using U.S. brokerage firms should expect to pay
rather high transaction costs.25 Furthermore, many of the U.S. firms require a
minimum purchase amount.2 While investors using foreign brokerage houses can
expect to pay lower commission fees,27 there could be many hidden costs includ-
20. Fidler & Fraser, supra note 4, at 25. Commentators often associate Mexico with political risk. Id.
The recent assassination of its front-runner Presidential candidate Luis Donaldo Colosio demonstrates one such
political risk. Id. In August 1994, after Colosio's assassination, three political parties competed for Mexico's
presidency, each having somewhat different attitudes towards foreign investors. Geri Smith et al., Mexico: How
the Election Will Reshape the Economy, BUS. WK., Aug. 22, 1994, at 40. Mexico's current leadership has also
been threatened by an upswing of guerilla movements. Id In December 1994, a year after Mayan rebels made
their violent debut in southern Mexico, the Mexican government once again struggled to cope with growing
anarchy in its San Cristobal de las Casas region. Nancy Nusser, Southern Region in Turmoil: Revolt May Hurt
Mexican Economy, ATLANTA J. & CONST., Dec. 26,1994, at B3. Militant peasants, allied with guerrillas, seized
private farms in a civilian uprising supported by a defeated candidate for state governor who claimed that the
ruling party had stolen the election last August. Id. The December 1994 revolt stemmed from a January 1994
uprising involving heavy fighting between the Mexican army and rebels that eventually left 145 people dead.
Id.
21. Peter Hadekel, Those Who Invest Should Consider Market and Currency Risks, GAZETE
(Montreal), Feb. 12, 1994, at DI. A country with sharp currency fluctuations can witness a significant,
overnight deflation of the value of its stock market. Id. For example, in late December 1994, Mexican stocks
took a "nose dive" after the Mexican government devalued the Mexican peso. Sara Silver, Peso's Plunge Sends
Stocks Into a Dive, FRESNO BEE, Dec. 22, 1994, at CI. The IPC Index, the Mexican Stock Exchange's main
barometer, fell 70.50 points (the equivalent of 3.1%) after jittery investors reacted to the peso's plunge in value.
ld. The index had dropped more than 232 points by midday, but eventually recovered as investors hunted for
bargain stocks. Id.
22. See supra notes 19-20 (explaining Mexico's political risk and foreign currency risk).
23. See supra note 19 (describing Mexico's political risk).
24. See supra note 20 (explaining Mexico's foreign currency risk).
25. Rothstein, supra note 7, at 224.
26. Id "Bear Steams is notable because it imposes no minimum purchase requirement on investors. By
contrast, Merrill Lynch requires a minimum trade of $25,000, except for about 20 popular issues such as Euro
Disney." Id.
27. Id.
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ing currency conversion fees, stamp duties,29 and purchase minimums. ° Thus,
the cost of conducting the transaction varies depending on whether the investor
uses a U.S. brokerage house or a foreign brokerage house.
I. APPLICABLE U.S. FEDERAL INCOME TAX LAW
Investors must also consider the tax implications of purchasing a foreign
security. The U.S. Internal Revenue Code (I.R.C.) subjects U.S. citizens3t and
residents to federal income tax on their worldwide income?2 Thus, because of this
worldwide taxation policy, an investor who realizes capital gains from the
disposition of a foreign stock or receives dividends from a foreign security is
accountable for U.S. federal taxes even though the transaction occurred outside
the United States.33 Further, according to U.S. law, one may be a resident of
another country and yet still be subject to taxes as a citizen of the United States. 34
Before examining the proper methods of tax computation, it is necessary that
individuals understand the meaning of certain terms of art as used in the I.R.C..
The I.R.C. defines capital gain as the gain realized from the sale or disposition of
a capital asset.35 In essence, the gain is the difference between the amount realized
from the sale of such property and its adjusted basis. 36 The amount realized con-
sists of "the sum of any money received plus the fair market value of the property
received."37 The adjusted basis is essentially the cost of the property. 3' A capital
gain arises only when an investor actually transfers or disposes of the asset.39
28. Id. Currency conversion fees are service fees involved in converting one currency into another
currency, such as converting US$100 into its equivalent of Mexican pesos. Id.
29. Id. A stamp duty is essentially a tariff imposed by a foreign country which requires stamps to be
affixed to legal documents such as stock certificates to assure the validity of such documents. BLACK'S LAW
DICTIONARY 977 (6th. ed. 1990).
30. Rothstein, supra note 7, at 224. Foreign brokerage firms may require purchase minimums as well.
Id.
31. 26 C.F.R. § 1.1-1(c) (1974) (defining a citizen as any person bom or naturalized in the United States
and subject to its jurisdiction).
32. I.R.C. § 1 (1988 & Supp. V 1993).
33. See I.R.C. § 61 (1988) (stating "gross income means all income from whatever source derived...")
(emphasis added).
34. 26 C.F.R. § 1.1-1(c) (1974) Because the regulation refers to citizens and not residents, one can be
a citizen of the United States and subject to its jurisdiction, while at the same time be a resident of a foreign
country and subject to its jurisdiction as well. Id.
35. I.R.C. § 1222 (1988). A capital asset is defined as "property held by the taxpayer" but does not
include: property which would properly be included in the inventory of the taxpayer, property used in the
taxpayer's trade or business subject to depreciation; real property used in the taxpayer's trade or business;
copyrights; accounts or notes receivable acquired in the ordinary course of business; or sale of certain U.S.
Government publications. Id. § 1221.
36. Id. § 1001(a).
37. Id. § 1001(b).
38. Id.§ 1011.
39. Id. § 1001.
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Dividends, on the other hand, occur when a corporation distributes earnings
to a shareholder investor based on the number of shares the investor owns 40
Corporations normally issue dividends in the form of cash; however, they may
issue dividends in the form of stock as well.4' For tax purposes, the I.R.C. classi-
fies cash dividends as ordinary income42
Interest, in its most general definition, is a term denoting a right, claim, or
legal share in some type of property, basically giving one the right to have an
accruing advantage.4 3 Interest can take the form of income from bank accounts,
money markets, government bonds and debentures, and notes. 44 For tax purposes,
the I.R.C. also classifies interest as ordinary income45
A. Computation of Taxes
The marginal tax rate applicable to capital gains differs from the rate
applicable to ordinary income.4 6 For example, if one were in the 28% marginal
income tax bracket the individual's applicable tax rate for capital gains would
also be 28%. However, current U.S. law caps the top rate for capital gains at 28%,
while capping the top rate at 39.6% for income.4 7 Thus, an individual who must
pay 39.6% tax on any income in excess of $250,000 would still only have to pay
28% tax on capital gains.'
Because dividends and interest are treated as ordinary income, the tax rate
applicable to both is determined by the tax bracket under which the individual
falls in regard to the total amount of taxable income accumulated during the
year.49 U.S. marginal tax rates for individuals are currently broken into five
different percentage brackets: 15%, 28%, 31%, 36%, and 39.6%.5o Examination
40. Id. § 316.
41. BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY 479 (6th. ed. 1990) (defining dividend income).
42. LR.C. §§ 61(a), 301(c) (1988). Stock dividends are generally not classified as income. Id. § 305(a).
See id. § 305(b) (citing exceptions to the general rule that stock dividends are not classified as gross income).
43. BLACK'sLAwDICTIONARY 812-13 (6th. ed. 1990) (defining interest); see DOWNES & GOODMAN,
supra note 7, at 321 (defining interest).
44. See 26 C.F.R. § 1.861-2 (1989) (citing examples of taxable interest).
45. I.R.C. § 61(a) (1988).
46. See I.R.C. § 1 (1988 & Supp. V 1993) (listing tax rates applicable to taxable income and tax rates
applicable to capital gains).
47. Id. § 1(h).
48. Id.
49. Id. § 1; see COOPERs &LYBRAND INT'LTAxNErwoR 1994 INT'LTAX Suams U31-32 (1994)
[hereinafter COOPERS & LYBRAND] (listing the different 1994 tax tables applicable to each category after
adjustments in inflation have been factored in).
50. I.R.C. § 1 (1988 & Supp. V 1993). Before U.S. President Bill Clinton's 1993 Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act of 1993, the top marginal income tax rate for individuals was only 31%. Kurt A. Wagner,
U.S. Taxation of Foreign Income: The Use of Tax Havens in a Changing Tax Environment, 18 S. ILL. U. L. J.
617,617 at n.2 (1994).
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of the different tax tables is necessary to determine the applicable tax rates.51 For
example, suppose an unmarried individual, after the lengthy and exhausting task
of computing taxes, discovers that the individual's taxable income for the year
totals $65,000. Using 1994 tax tables, the 15% rate applies for the first $22,750,
the 28% rate then applies for the next $30,750, and the 31% rate affixes to the
remainder of the earnings.52
U.S. law provides a tax credit to U.S. taxpayers for direct taxes paid by an
individual to a foreign country. 53 A foreign tax credit is calculated by subtracting
from an individual's U.S. tax liability the amount of tax already paid to the for-
eign country.-4 The subtraction is made after U.S. taxes have been calculated, un-
like a deduction which occurs before income taxes have been calculated.5 5 U.S.
law limits the credit to the same proportion of total U.S. tax that the taxable in-
come from sources outside the United States bears to worldwide taxable income. 56
Essentially, when one pays taxes to a foreign country due to the receipt of
dividends, interest, or a realization of a capital gain, the amount of tax paid to the
foreign country can be deducted dollar for dollar from the individual's income
taxation liability for U.S. tax purposes. 57 For example, suppose a U.S. taxpayer
receives dividends from a foreign corporation in which fifteen percent of the
dividend is withheld from the taxpayer. The U.S. taxpayer still must declare the
entire dividend as part of the individual's worldwide income for U.S. tax pur-
poses. However, the taxpayer subtracts the fifteen percent withholding tax already
paid to the foreign country from the taxpayer's total U.S. federal income tax
liability. 1
51. The different tax tables include married individuals filing joint returns, heads of household,
unmarried individuals, and married individuals filing separate returns. I.R.C. § 1 (1988 & Supp. V 1993).
52. See COOPERS& LYBRAND, supra note 49, at U31-32 (listing the different 1994 tax tables applicable
to each category after adjustments in inflation have been factored in). The code allows adjustments to the tax
tables by increasing the minimum and maximum dollar amounts for certain rates so that inflation will not result
in tax increases. I.R.C. § l(f) (1988 & Supp. V 1993). However, while the minimum and maximum dollar
amounts for the 15% and 28% brackets are increased each year to account for cost-of-living adjustments, the
31%, 36%, and 39.6% amounts are not adjusted. COOPERS & LYBRAND, supra note 49, at U31-32. The cost-of-
living adjustment is determined by the percentage change in the Consumer Price Index from the previous
calendar year. I.R.C. § 1(f)(3) (1988 & Supp. V 1993).
53. 26 U.S.C. §§ 901,903 (1988).
54. Id
55. BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY 413 (6th. ed. 1990) (defining deduction).
56. I.R.C. § 904 (1988 Supp. V 1990).
57. I.R.C. §§ 901, 903 (1988). A foreign tax credit relieves double tax only on income which is
considered "foreign" to the taxing jurisdiction. AMERICAN LAW INSTrruT , FEDERAL INCOME TAX PROJECT,
INTERNATIONAL AsPECrS OFU.S. INCoME TAXATION H 63 (1991). "Double tax may not be relieved, therefore,
if the residence jurisdiction considers income sources within its borders while another country takes the view
that the income arises within its borders." Id. (emphasis in original).
224
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B. Income Taxation Treaties
Based on the language of the U.S. Constitution, early cases decided by the
U.S. Supreme Court held that statutes and treaties have an equal status.58 In the
event of a clear conflict between a treaty and a federal statute, the later in time
prevails.59 Thus, it is the combination of income taxation treaties entered into by
the United States and the I.R.C. that forms the basis of U.S. tax law.6°
As of late 1991, the United States had enacted income tax treaties with forty-
one countries.6 In a 1991 report, theAmerican Law Institute stated, "the principal
function of income tax treaties is to facilitate international trade and investment
by removing--or preventing the erection of-tax barriers .... " 62 Particularly, in-
come tax treaties encourage foreign investment by avoiding the occurrence of
burdensome "double taxes. 63 Double taxation of income arises when at least two
countries levy a tax on the same income base.64
Normally, a country's income taxation law determines taxation of income
according to the residence of the citizen, the source of the income, or a combina-
tion of both.65 Hence, if a foreign country's law allows taxation on the basis of
source,6 a nonresident of that country will be liable to pay tax on that income to
the foreign country.
Thus, before investing internationally, individuals should determine whether
an applicable income taxation treaty exists. If no treaty exists, the foreign govern-
ment may be able to levy extraordinarily high withholding taxes on any gain or
income the nonresident realizes. Additionally, it is important to keep in mind the
worldwide taxation policy of the I.R.C. and to understand that the U.S. govern-
ment may tax any capital gains from the disposition of a foreign stock or the
receipt of dividends from a foreign security even though the transaction occurred
outside the United States.67
58. Whitney v. Robertson, 124 U.S. 190, 195 (1888). For example, in Whitney, the U.S. Supreme Court
held, "[bly the Constitution a treaty is placed on the same footing, and made of like obligation, an act of
legislation. Both are declared by that instrument to be the supreme law of the land, and no superior efficacy
is given to one over the other." AMERICAN LAW INSTITuTE, supra note 57, at 63. The Supremacy Clause of the
U.S. Constitution provides that the Constitution, all laws made in pursuance of, and all treaties made shall
constitute the supreme law of the land. U.S. CONST., art. VI, cl. 2. Dating back to the late 1800s, the U.S.
Supreme Court has held that treaties have equal status as statutes. AMERICAN LAW INsTrruTE, supra note 57,
at 63.
59. AMERICAN LAW INSTIrrUTE, supra note 57, at 63.
60. Id. at 14.
61. Id. at app. A (listing the different income tax treaties to which the United States is a party).
62. Id. at 1.
63. Id. at 5.
64. See id. (defining "double taxation").
65. See id. at 6-8.
66. Id. The source of income is determined by where that income is deemed to have arisen. Id.
However, two countries can attach different interpretations to the meaning of source. Id.
67. See supra notes 31-33 (describing the implication of the I.R.C. on worldwide income).
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IV. CANADA
A. Background
Canada's market is comprised of five different exchanges.68 The Toronto
Stock Exchange (TSE) dominates the Canadian equity market.69 At the end of
1993, the market capitalization of the 1193 different corporations listed on the
TSE totaled just under C$430 billion.70 The TSE 300 Composite Index is
Canada's most widely followed index tracking the performance of Canadian
equities.7' The TSE 300 follows 300 listed Canadian issues from fourteen major
industry groups.7 2
U.S. investors can purchase Canadian securities almost as easily as domestic
securities. 73 There are more Canadian stocks listed on U.S. exchanges than secur-
ities of any other country, and practically any Canadian security not listed on a
U.S. exchange can be purchased "over the counter.' 74
B. Residency Requirements
U.S. investors will find that they can invest in Canadian stocks with relative
ease. Canada liberalized its foreign investment law in 1985 by passing the
Investment Canada Act.75 This act created Investment Canada, a Canadian federal
government agency which oversees all foreign investment transactions. 6
Canadian law requires all foreign investment transactions to be reported to
Investment Canada.77 Further, Canadian federal regulations create limits on the
level of foreign ownership in the following sectors: banking, publications, radio,
68. Market Reports, Canada: Business Guide, June 16, 1993, available in LEXIS, World Library,
Allwld File [hereinafter Market Reports, Canada]. Canadian exchanges are located in Toronto, Montreal,
Vancouver, Winnipeg, and Calgary. Id.
69. IBBOTSON&BRINSON, supra note 1, at 119.
70. EUROmoNEY, EUROMONEY: THE 1994 GUIDE TO WORLD MARKETS 73 (1994). Twenty-five
Canadian businessmen founded the Toronto Stock Exchange on October 25, 1861. WARFIELD, supra note 7,
at 105.
71. WARFiELD, supra note 7, at 110.
72. Id.
73. Id. at 111.
74. Id. at 112. In 1985, the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) and U.S. Stock Exchange listed a total
of 46 Canadian stocks. Id. Purchasing "over the counter" is conducted through a telephone and computer
network connecting dealers in stocks and bonds, rather than using "specialists" on the floor of an exchange.
DOWNEs & GOODMAN, supra note 7, at 398.
75. Market Reports, Canada, supra note 68. "Canada adopted a fairly restrictive foreign investment
law in 1973, but following much criticism from abroad and debate from within, the law was replaced with the
far less restrictive Investment Canada Act of 1985." RALPH H. FOISOM ET AL., INT'L BuSINESS TRANSACTIONS
IN A NUTSHELL 260 (1992).
76. Market Reports, Canada, supra note 68.
77. Id.
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television, insurance, trust and loan companies, and airlines.78 Generally, the
limitations in these sectors restrict foreign investors from acquiring more than a
twenty-five percent voting stake in the Canadian company. 9 Additionally, the
Canada Business Corporations Act requires that a majority of a federally incor-
porated company's directors be resident Canadians.8
0
Prior to Investment Canada, all direct foreign investment into Canada was
subject to review by the Canadian government.8 ' Investment Canada, however,
categorizes only certain transactions by nonresident investors as subject to
review. 2 Canada reviews direct acquisitions of Canadian businesses 3if the value
of the assets exceed C$5 million?' Canada reviews indirect, acquisitions of
Canadian businesses if the value of the assets exceed C$50 million8 5 The U.S.-
Canada Free Trade Agreement (CFTA), implemented on January 1, 1989, created
higher thresholds for U.S. investors.86 Under the CFTA, Canada eliminated
review of indirect investments made by U.S. citizens and increased the threshold
for review of direct investments made by U.S. citizens to C$150 million8 7
The CFTA investment provisions are not applicable to Canada's cultural and
energy industries. 88 Foreign investment in these areas may require review if the
78. Investing, Licensing & Trading, Restrictions on Foreign Equity, ECONOMIST INTELLIGENCE UNIT,
Dec. 1, 1993, available in LEXIS, World Library, Inlitr File. Foreign ownership of Canadian schedule 1 banks
may not exceed 25%, and ownership by a single shareholder may not exceed 10%. Id. Canadian federal law
limits schedule 2 banks (essentially foreign-owned banks in Canada) to 12% of the total domestic assets of the
Canadian banking system. Id. However, the United States-Canada Free Trade Agreement removed these asset
limitations on U.S. owned banks. Id. Foreigners are limited to a 25% holding in Canadian publications and to
a 20% interest in Canadian radio and television stations. Id. There are no restrictions on a foreign investor's
establishment of a life insurance company, but nonresident ownership in existing companies is limited to a
maximum of 26%. Id. Individual nonresident share holdings in life insurance companies are limited to 10%.
Id. With regard to trust and loan companies, the Canadian government limits foreign ownership to a total of
25% of the capital stock, with no single foreign shareholder owning more than 10%. Id. Foreign airline carriers




81. MarketReports, Canada, supra note 68.
82. Robert Raizenne & Angelo Nikolakis, Canada, in INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL LAW REVIEW:
REAPING THE PROFITS 10 (1992).
83. Id. at 10 (defining a Canadian business as a business carried on in Canada that has a place of
business in Canada, individuals employed in Canada, and assets in Canada).
84. Id.
85. Id.
86. United States-Canada Free Trade Agreement, Jan. 2, 1988, reprinted il 27 I.L.M. 281 (1993)
[hereinafter CFTA].
87. Id. art. 1607. The changes to the Investment Canada process do not apply to the oil, gas, and
uranium sectors. Id.
88. Market Reports, Canada, supra note 68. Cultural industries include the publication, distribution,
and sale of: books, magazines, or newspapers; film or video recordings; music; radio, television, and cable
broadcasting; and all satellite broadcasting. Id.
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Canadian government orders such within twenty-one days of the filing date of a
completed notice of investment.89
The Canadian government bases its foreign investment review primarily on
policy considerations.90 Canada generally approves an investment if it is likely to
be of net benefit to Canada.91 The effect of competition on Canadian industry is
an important factor the Canadian government considers in determining whether
a benefit will occur.
92
C. Canadian Taxation Concerns
The double taxation treaty between the United States and Canada entered into
force August 16, 1984,93 approximately four years after both countries had signed
the initial convention on September 26, 1980.94 The treaty specifically addresses,
inter alia, the taxation of capital gains,95 dividends,96 and interest.
9 7
On August 31, 1994, the United States signed a protocol amending the U.S.-
Canada Treaty.98 The protocol implements "significant reductions" in withholding
rates on dividends and interest.99 The amendments will enter into force once each
government completes the necessary constitutional and statutory procedures. 1'0
The provisions affecting dividends and interest will take effect on or after the first
day of the second month following the protocol's entry into force. 0 1
The amendments to the U.S.-Canada Treaty further recognize the willingness
of both countries to continue to eliminate trade barriers.'0 2 The U.S. Treasury
Department believes reducing withholding taxes will make U.S. firms more
competitive by reducing the cost of doing business in Canada. 3
89. Id.
90. Raizenne & Nikolakis, supra note 82, at 10.
91. Id. at 10.
92. Id.
93. Double Taxation Taxes on Income and Capital Convention Between the United States of America
and Canada, Mar. 28, 1984, U.S.-Can., T.I.A.S. No. 11087 [hereinafter U.S.-Canada Treaty].
94. Id.
95. Id. art. XIII.
96. Id. art. X.
97. Id. art XI.
98. U.S., Mexico Sign Agreements to Ease Exchange of Tax Information, 11 Int'l Trade Rep. (BNA)
1393 (Sept. 14, 1994) [hereinafter U.S., Mexico]. The new Protocol reflects changes in U.S.-Canadian treaty
policy since 1984, the last time amendments were made to the 1980 U.S.-Canada tax treaty. Id. The new
Protocol also attempts to "better mesh the U.S. and Canadian systems for taxation at death," since both





103. U.S. Signs Income Tax Treaties with Canada, France, and Sweden, 63 Banking Report (BNA) 340
(Sept. 12, 1994).
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1. Capital Gains
The U.S.-Canada Treaty provides that capital gains realized by a U.S.
investor from the sale of shares of a publicly traded Canadian corporation will
generally not be taxed by the Canadian goverment.'04 However, the Treaty does
include several exceptions to this general rule.10 Additionally, capital gains re-
sulting from the sale of shares of a private Canadian company are not exempt
from Canadian taxation.' 6 In sum, most U.S. investors will not be taxed by the
Canadian government for any realization of capital gain from the disposition of
shares of a publicly traded Canadian company.
2. Dividends
The U.S.-Canada Treaty treats dividends paid by Canadian corporations to
U.S. investors differently, since both the Canadian and the U.S. government may
tax the dividends. 07 The Treaty allows a maximum ten percent withholding tax
rate if the U.S. citizen owns at least ten percent of the Canadian corporation's
voting stock.108 The 1994 Amendments to the U.S.-Canada Treaty, however,
reduced the withholding rate on direct investment of dividends from ten percent
to five percent."'9 In all other instances, the U.S.-Canada Treaty permits a
maximum fifteen percent withholding tax rate to be levied by the Canadian
government.110 In sum, a U.S. investor who owns less than ten percent of a
Canadian company's voting stock will be subject to a maximum fifteen percent
withholding tax by the Canadian government on the receipt of any dividends.
3. Interest
The U.S.-Canada Treaty defines interest as "income from debt-claims of
every kind . .. in particular . . . government securities and .. bonds or
104. U.S.-Canada Treaty, supra note 93, art. X111(4).
105. Id. art. XII(3)-(5). First, the treaty allows Canada to tax a U.S. citizen for gains derived by the
alienation of "shares forming part of a substantial interest (10% or more) in the capital stock of a [Canadian]
company... the value of which shares is derived principally from real property situated in [Canada]." Id. art.
XIII (3)(a). Next, the treaty states, "[t]he provisions of paragraph 4 shall not affect the right.. to levy a tax
... [on a U.S. citizen].. ." if the U.S. citizen was a resident of Canada for 120 months during any period of
20 consecutive years and was a resident of Canada at any time during the 10 years immediately preceding the
alienation of the property. Id. art. XXIII(5).
106. Canada: Legislative, Part . INT'LTAX DIGEsT, Mar. 1, 1990, available in LEXIS, World Library,
Tbcitd File.
107. U.S.-Canada Treaty, supra note 93, arts. X(1)-(2).
108. Id. art. X(2)(a).
109. U.S., Mexico, supra note 98, at 1393.
110. U.S.-Canada Treaty, supra note 93, art. X(2)(b).
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debentures ... .""' Interest arises in a Contracting State when the payer is the
State itself, a political subdivision, local authority, or resident
1 2
The U.S.-Canada Treaty allows taxation of interest in both the country where
the interest is deemed to have arisen as well as the country that is the recipient's
residence." 3 The U.S.-Canada Treaty further specifies that the maximum amount
of tax to be levied shall not exceed fifteen percent."t4 The U.S.-Canada Treaty
also outlines several exemptions in which the source state shall not be allowed to
tax." 5 The 1994 amendments cut withholding rates from fifteen percent to ten
percent." 6
D. Summary
The Canadian market attracts U.S. investors because of its continued degree
of stability, longevity, and its proximity to the United States. Since Canadian
news sources are readily available in the United States, 17 information accessibil-
ity is generally not a problem. Also, because most Canadian citizens speak
English, investors will not encounter many language barriers. Additionally, U.S.
citizens can invest relatively easily in Canadian securities since investors need
only contact a U.S. brokerage house to conduct the transaction. "8
Despite the benefits associated with Canadian securities, some foreign
investors have recently lost confidence in Canada's ability to manage its
finances." 9 During January 1995, the TSE's main index experienced a 2.7% de-
crease in its value due mostly to recent hikes in Canadian interest rates and fears
111. Id. art. XI(4).
112. Id. art. XI(6).
113. Id. art. XI(1)-(2).
114. Id. art. XI(2).
115. Id. art. XI(3). Interest arising in Canada which may, nonetheless, be exempt from Canadian taxation
includes: interest which is beneficially owned by the United States, a political subdivision, local authority, or
instrumentality thereof, and not subject to U.S. taxation; interest which is beneficially owned by a U.S.
resident, guaranteed by the United States, and paid with respect to debt obligations issued at arm's length;
interest which is beneficially owned by a U.S. resident, paid by Canada or a political or local subdivision
thereof, and which'is not subject to Canadian taxation; interest which is beneficially owned by a seller who is
a U.S. resident, paid by the purchaser in connection with the sale on credit of any equipment, merchandise, or
services, except where the sale is made between persons dealing with each other not at arm's length; and
interest paid by a company created under Canadian laws that were in effect before the signing of this
Convention provided that such interest would have been exempt from tax in Canada under the 1942
Convention. Id.
116. U.S., Mexico, supra note 98, at 1393.
117. Interested investors can purchase Canadian news publications in U.S. bookstores or retrieve
Canadian news publications via computer databases such as LEXIS.
118. See supra notes 73-74 and accompanying text (describing a U.S. investor's accessibility to
Canadian stocks).
119. Perspective, Canada: Hitting the Wall?; INVESTOR'S Bus. DAILY, Feb. 8, 1995, at BI [hereinafter
Hitting the Wall]; Toole, supra note 4, at D2.
230
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that there are more increases to come.' 20 The Canadian dollar has also been
fluctuating near its all-time low against the U.S. dollar, and some experts believe




Many investors see the Mexican Stock Exchange, the largest equity market
in Latin America,' 2 as a favorite among emerging equity markets.' 3 At the end
of January 1994, the Mexican equity market was capitalized at US$220 billion.' 24
The Mexican Stock Exchange,12 Mexico's only equity exchange, was established
in 1894 and is located in Mexico City.12
6
The Indice de Precios y Cotivaciones (IPC Index), the most widely followed
index tracking the performance of Mexican equities, consists of the forty most
actively traded Mexican stocks. 27 As of June 1994, thirty-four Mexican com-
panies have listed American Depository Returns1 on U.S. exchanges. t29
Since lowering trade barriers and easing restrictions on foreign investment,
Mexico has enjoyed high economic growth. 30 Specifically, foreign investment
120. Toole, supra note 4, at D2.
121. Hitting the Wall, supra note 119, at B1. On February 7, 1995, the Canadian dollar closed at 71.64
U.S. cents. Id. The all-time low against the U.S. dollar is 69.13 U.S. cents (Feb. 6, 1986). Id. Canada's
problems stem from its extraordinary national debt ("nearly $27,000 for every man, woman, and child in the
country"), its growing unemployment level, and heavy taxes. Il Since 1961, the average Canadian family has
seen its tax burden increase by 1167%. Id. Today, nearly 50% of the average Canadian's income goes to the
Canadian government. Id.
122. MARGAREr M. PRICE, EMERGING STOCK MARKErS 146(1994).
123. EUROMONEY, supra note 70, at 85. On December 20, 1994, the Mexican government devalued its
peso. Sidney Weintraub, Mexico Fumbled Its Peso Crisis, But Has the Strength to Rebound, SAN DIEGO
UNION-TRIB., Jan. 8, 1995, at G1. The Mexican stock exchange dropped over 70 points the next day, a 3.1%
decrease. Silver, supra note 21, at Cl. Nonetheless, many investors remain optimistic regarding the success
of Mexico's equity market. Colin McMahon, Mexico Outlook a Question of Whom to Trust, CHI. TRIB., Jan.
8, 1995, at Cl. In regard to the future outlook of Mexico after the currency devaluation, Richard Mahony, a
spokesman for J.P. Morgan, remarked, "We think the long-term prospect for Mexico is good, and we're willing
to make a commitment with some of our capital." Id.
124. EUROMONEY, supra note 123, at 85.
125. PRICE, supra note 122, at 146. In Mexico, the Mexican Stock Exchange is referred to as Boisa
Mexicana de Valores. Id.
126. Id. at 138.
127. EUROMONEY, supra note 123, at 86.
128. See supra note 7 (describing American Depository Returns).
129. EUROMONEY, supra note 123, at 86. "[S]everal Mexican companies are expected to apply for full
quotations on the NYSE in the second half of 1994 and beyond." Id.
130. Robert S. Stein, National Issue, INVESTOR'S BUS. DAILY, Jan. 4, 1994, at 1. James K. Jackson, Will
NAFTA Cause U.S. Firms to Beat a Wider Path to Mexico?, 3 MEX. TRADE & LAW REP. 5, May 1, 1993. "The
increase in American direct investment in Mexico since the mid-1980s reflects in part a gradual liberalization
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rose from less than three billion dollars in 1988 to almost nineteen billion dollars
in 1992.131 Furthermore, the stock market has seen a 266% increase above
inflation. 1 32
B. Residency Requirements
The liberalized foreign investment regulations and laws recently enacted in
Mexico have promoted a more favorable environment for foreign investors.'
33
However, residency requirements continue to exist and Mexico still retains the
right to review certain U.S. acquisitions of Mexican companies.' 34
The 1993 Foreign Investment Law (1993 FIL), entered into force on Decem-
ber 28, 1993, currently governs foreign investment in Mexico.' 35 The 1993 FIL
repealed the previous Law to Promote Mexican Investment and to Regulate
Foreign Investment (1973 FIL), which was passed by the Mexican Congress in
1973 as a means of regulating foreign investment. 36 Mexico had also passed
regulations in 1989 specifically designed to complement the provisions set forth
in the 1973 FIL and to create an environment more favorable to foreign
investors.' 37
Because it liberalizes the access to and participation of foreign investment in
Mexico, the 1993 FIL furnishes an important step in Mexico's continuing drive
toward a totally unrestrictive market. 138 The 1973 FIL, called "regulation oriented
and very restrictive" by Mexico's Undersecretary of Foreign Trade and Invest-
of Mexico's foreign investment restrictions." Id.
131. Stein, supra note 130, at 1.
132. Id.
133. Paul D'Arelli, Comment, Entering the Construction Services Industry in Mexico: Laws Affecting
Foreign Participation, NAFTA, and Other Concerns, 7 TRANSNAT'L LAW. 227,234-36 (1994).
134. See infra notes 135-155 (outlining the different requirements and percentages set forth in Mexico's
1993 Foreign Investment Law); see infra notes 248-250 (describing the acquisition threshold amount
incorporated in NAF'A).
135. Ley Para Promover La Inversion Mexicana y Regular La Inversi6n Extranjero [Law to Promote
Mexican Investment and Regulate Foreign Investment], D.O., Dec. 27, 1993, translated in TAX LAWS OF THE
WORLD: MEaco, bk. 3, at 8 (Foreign Tax Law Publishers, Inc. trans., 1994) [hereinafter 1993 FIL]. See Jorge
Vargas, Mexico's Foreign Investment Act of 1993, 4 MEX. TRADE & LAW Rm'. 2, Feb. 1, 1994 (providing an
unofficial translation of Mexico's 1993 FIL).
136. Ley Para Promover La Inversion Mexicana y Regular La Inversidn Extranjero [Law to Promote
Mexican Investment and Regulate Foreign Investment], D.O., Mar. 9, 1973 (repealed 1993), translated in
MEXICAN FOREIGN INVESTMENTAND TRANSFER OFTECHNOLOGY LAWS 7 (CCH 1973) [hereinafter 1973 FIL];
Vargas, supra note 135; D'Arelli, supra note 133, at 234-36; Hope H. Camp, Jr. et al., Foreign Investment in
Mexico From the Perspective of the Foreign Investor, 24 ST. MARY'S U. 775 (1993).
137. Reglamento de la Ley Para Promover la Inversidn Mexicana y Regular Ia Inversidn Extranjero
[Regulation of the Law to Promote Mexican Investment and Promote Foreign Investment], D.O., May 16,
1989, translatedinTAXLAws OFiHEWORLD: MExtco, bk. 3. at 21 (Foreign Tax Publishers, Inc., trans., 1994)
[hereinafter 1989 Regulations]; D'Arelli, supra note 133, at 234-236.
138. Vargas, supra note 135.
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ment,139 became well-known outside Mexico for its excessive regulatory legal
framework and discriminatory provisions directed against foreign investors.' 40
The 1989 regulations, however, were considered "deregulation oriented."'14 The
purpose of the 1993 FIL is to give "the spirit of deregulation the permanency of
law."
142
As a result of the liberal provisions of the 1993 FIL and the 1989 regulations,
most sectors of the Mexican economy now allow 100% foreign ownership. 43
However, other sectors have limitations of ten percent, 44 twenty-five percent,
1 45
thirty percent'" and forty-nine percent 47 foreign control.148 Additionally, certain
businesses are now open to majority ownership if Mexico's National Commission
of Foreign Investments 49 approves the acquisition.15 0 Notwithstanding, certain
sectors of the economy have been specifically reserved to the Mexican govern-
ment1 and to Mexican citizens. 52
139. Mexico's Lower House Approves New Foreign Investment Law, 10 Int'l Trade Rep. (BNA) 2134
(Dec. 22, 1993) [hereinafter Mexico's Lower House].
140. Vargas, supra note 135.
141. Mexico's Lower House, supra note 139, at 2134.
142. Id. During a press briefing two days after Mexico passed the 1993 FIL into law, Mexican
Undersecretary of Foreign Trade and Investment Pedro Noyola said:
Mexico's current law on foreign investment, which was enacted in 1973, was regulation-
oriented and very restrictive. The more recent regulations to that law, which were issued in 1989,
have a different spirit. They are deregulation-oriented. The purpose of this new law is to give that
spirit of deregulation the permanency of law. This is consistent with the economic policy Mexico
has followed throughout the Salinas administration, including the lowering of trade barriers, the
negotiation of international trade agreements, the deregulation of numerous economic activities and
the promotion of investment. The new law is just one more element of this successful economic
program.
Id. at 2134.
143. Stein, supra note 130, at 1; Vargas, supra note 135.
144. Foreign ownership is limited to 10% in "cooperative companies engaged in production activities."
1993 FIL, supra note 135, art. 7.
145. Foreigners can invest up to 25% in "Mexican aviation companies." L.A. Mitchell, Mexico Relaxes
Foreign Investment Curbs, ARrz. Bus. GAZETTE, Jan. 6, 1994, at 1. Aviation companies include: national air
transportation, air taxi transportation, and specialized air transportation. 1993 FIL, supra note 135, art. 7.
146. The 1993 FIL allows ownership of up to 30% in financial holding companies, banks, and stock
brokerage firms. 1993 FIL, supra note 135, art. 7. Mitchell, supra note 145, at 1.
147. Businesses open to foreign investment of up to 49% include: telecommunications companies,
insurance companies, money exchanges, warehouses, publishing companies, cable television companies, and
some forms of sea and rail transportation services. 1993 FIL, supra note 135, art. 7. See Mitchell, supra note
145, at 1 (summarizing different types of companies which fall into the 49% requirement).
148. Mitchell, supra note 145, at 1; Stein, supra note 130, at 1; Basham, Ringe & Correa, Mexico,
INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL LAW REVIEW: REAPING THE PROFITs, Nov. 1992, at 44.
149. See 1993 FIL, supra note 135, art. 2 (defining "Commission").
150. Foreign investors can hold majority ownership in the following types of businesses if approved by
the Mexican government: legal services, airport administration, private schools, credit reporting companies,
cellular telephone service, and oil and gas drilling. Id. art. 8.
151. Id. art. 5. Areas exclusively reserved to the Mexican government include: petroleum; basic
petrochemicals; electricity; generation of nuclear energy; radioactive minerals; satellite communications;
telegraph services; postal services; railroads; issuance of paper money; minting of money; and control of ports,
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Currently, shares of Mexican corporations are divided into several different
classifications. Series "A" shares are reserved for Mexican investors and non-
residents through trusts. 53 Series "B" shares are open to all investors, but their
issuance is generally restricted to between thirty percent and fifty percent of a cor-
poration's total equity. 54 Series "C" and "N" shares carry non-voting rights,
while "L" series shareholders have limited voting rights.' 55
C. Mexican Taxation Concerns
In 1989, the United States and Mexico entered into a mutual agreement to
exchange information with respect to taxes for the purpose of implementing a
double taxation treaty. 56 On September 18, 1992, both countries signed the first
income tax treaty between the two countries. 157 Like the treaty with Canada, the
U.S.-Mexico Treaty specifically addresses, inter alia, the taxation of capital
gains,' 58 dividends, 59 and interest.16°
1. Capital Gains
The U.S.-Mexico Treaty specifies that the Mexican government generally
will not tax capital gains realized by a U.S. citizen from the sale of shares of a
publicly traded Mexican corporation. 16' However, capital gains resulting from the
sale of shares of a non-traded Mexican company are not exempt from Mexican
taxation.' 62 Also, the Mexican government may tax capital gains realized by a
airports, and heliports. Id.
152. Id. art. 6. Activities specifically reserved to Mexican citizens include: national land transportation
for passengers; tourism and cargo; retail gasoline and liquid petroleum sales; radio broadcasting services; credit
unions; development banking institutions; and rendering of professional and technical services. Id.
153. EUROMONEY, supra note 123, at 85. A trust is a legal means for foreigners to invest in Mexico.
Basham et al., supra note 148, at 45. It can be created by contract whereby the trustee, usually a Mexican bank,
holds the Mexican property for the benefit of the beneficiary, the U.S. investor. Id.
154. EUROMONEY, supra note 123, at 85.
155. Id.
156. Statement Regarding Agreement between the Government of the United States of America and the
Government of Mexico for the Exchange of Information With Respect to Taxes, Nov. 9, 1989, U.S.-Mex.,
available in WESTLAW, U.S. Treaties Library.
157. Convention Between the Government of the United States of America and the Government of the
United Mexican States for the Avoidance of Double Taxation and the Prevention of Fiscal Evasion With
Respect to Taxes on Income, U.S.-Mex., Sept. 18, 1992, U.S.-Mex., S. Treaty Doc. No. 7, 103d Cong., 1st
Sess. (1993), reprinted in 92 TNT 191-7, TAx NoTES TODAY, Sept. 21, 1992, available in LEXIS, Taxana
Library, TNT File [hereinafter U.S.-Mexico Treaty].
158. Id. art. 13.
159. Id. art. 10.
160. Id. art. 11. 
161. Id. art. 13. The treaty makes an exception for gains from shares in a company having assets
consisting of at least 50% immovable property situated in Mexico. Id. art. 13(2)(c).
162. Basham et al., supra note 148, at 48.
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U.S. citizen if the U.S. citizen, within a twelve-month period preceding the sale,
owned up to twenty-five percent of the capital equity of the Mexican company. 63
If the U.S. citizen is subject to Mexican capital gains taxation, the U.S. citizen
generally must pay a tax rate ranging between fifteen percent and thirty percent
on the realized gain.'" However, unlike U.S. taxation law, current Mexican law
indexes capital gains, 65 a method more favorable to investors since the indexed
cost takes inflation into account.'t Thus, indexing costs relieve investors of the
duty to pay taxes on purely inflationary increases in the value of their assets,
increases which do not actually make them "richer."
In sum, U.S. investors will generally not be subject to capital gains taxation
in Mexico. However, in those situations where the U.S. investor is subject to
capital gains taxation, the capital gain is indexed.
2. Dividends
Similar to the tax treaty with Canada, dividends paid by Mexican corpora-
tions to nonresident investors are treated differently than capital gains, since the
U.S.-Mexico Treaty allows the Mexican government and the U.S. government to
tax dividends.' 67 If the U.S. investor owns "at least 10% of the voting stock" of
the Mexican corporation paying the dividends, then the tax shall not exceed five
percent.'t In all other instances, the U.S.-Mexico Treaty mandates that the non-
resident receiving the dividends will be taxed at a rate not exceeding ten per-
cent. 69 Moreover, the Treaty stipulates that the ten percent rate will not take
effect until the Treaty has been in existence for five years. 70 A fifteen percent rate
will apply for the first five years.'
Incentives exist for resident investors to take advantage of high dividend
stocks in Mexico. For example, unlike the United States which taxes its dividends
twice, 72 Mexico generally does not tax its dividends at the shareholder level.73
163. U.S.-Mexico Treaty, supra note 157, art. 13(4).
164. COOPERS & LYBRAND, supra note 49, at M-49.
165. Stein, supra note 130. at 1.
166. Because of indexing, it is possible for an investment to be viewed as a "gain" in one country, while
at the same time be viewed as a "loss" in another country. Thus, in the first country, the investor would have
to pay a tax on the capital gain; however, in the second country, the investor would most likely be allowed to
deduct the loss from taxable income.
167. U.S.-Mexico Treaty, supra note 157, art. 10.
168. Id. art. 10(2)(a).
169. Id. art. 10(2)(b).
170. Id. art. 10(3).
171. Id. art. 10(3).
172. In the United States, dividends are taxed twice. The first taxation occurs at the corporate level, after
the corporation itself has realized its profit. The second taxation occurs at the shareholder level, after the
individual shareholder has received the dividend as income.
173. Rodney H. Standage, Policies of Itcome Tax Treaties and the U.S.-Mexico Income Tax Treaty, 29
GoNz. L. REV. 165 (1993/1994); Stein, supra note 130, at 1.
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In sum, a maximum fifteen percent withholding tax rate applies to U.S.
investors owning less than ten percent of the voting stock of the Mexican cor-
poration paying the dividend. However, this fifteen percent rate will decrease to
ten percent after the U.S.-Mexico Treaty has been in effect for five years.
3. Interest
The Mexican withholding tax rules for interest are more complicated than the
rules applicable to capital gains and dividends. The U.S.-Mexico Treaty, like the
Canadian treaty, permits the Mexican government to tax interest accruing in
Mexico paid to a U.S. citizen. 74
The U.S.-Mexico Treaty allows a maximum ten percent rate, for the first five
years, to be applied to interest from loans granted by banks and specified financial
institutions 75 and interest paid on publicly traded securities. 76 After five years,
the 10% rate decreases to 4.9%.' 77 The U.S.-Mexico Treaty permits a maximum
fifteen percent withholding rate for the first five years on interest paid by certain
specified banks and to acquisition finance interest paid to sellers of equipment. 7 1
After five years, the fifteen percent rate decreases to ten percent. 79 The Treaty
indicates that all other interest will be taxed at fifteen percent.80
The treaty also includes several exemptions from Mexican taxation. 8 1 These
exemptions include interest paid to or by the federal, state, or local governments
of Mexico, interest earned by tax-exempt pension funds, and interest from loans
with maturities of at least three years which are made, guaranteed, or insured by
certain specified Mexican banks.8 2
D. Summary
Investing in Mexico can be accomplished relatively easily via U.S. stock
exchanges and U.S. brokerage houses if the investor purchases ADRs.183
However, investing directly via the Mexican Stock Exchange may require that the
investor use a foreign brokerage house. Using Mexican stock brokers may also
174. U.S.-Mexico Treaty, supra note 157, art. 11(1).
175. Specified financial institutions include investment banks, savings banks, and insurance companies.
Alan S. Lederman & Bobbe Hirsch, U.S.-Mexico Tax Treaty Complements NAFTA, 79 J. TAx'N 100 (1993).
176. U.S. Mexico Treaty, supra note 157, art. 1l(2)(a)(ii).
177. Id. art. 11(3)(a).
178. Id. art. 11(2)(b).
179. Id. arL ll(3)(b).
180. Id. art. 11(2)(c).
181. Id. art. 11(4).
182. Id. The certain specified Mexican banks include: the Export-Import Bank, the Overseas Private
Investment Corp., the Banco Nacional de Comercio Exterior, and the Banco Nacional Financiera. Lederman
& Hirsch, supra note 175, at 100.
183. See supra note 7 (defining ADRs).
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require the foreign investor to contend with a language barrier. U.S. investors will
likely have problems finding information and statistics on Mexican companies.
The Mexican stock market has experienced many extreme fluctuations over
the past year. For example, in late December 1994, after its peso devaluation,
Mexico witnessed its IPC Index drop over three percent in one day, ts4 prompting
foreign investors to remove billions of dollars from Mexican stocks and bonds.'8
Nearly a month later, on January 31, 1995, the IPC Index soared over nine per-
cent after the U.S. President announced that he would sidestep Congress and pro-
vide Mexico with a twenty billion dollar loan-guarantee proposal. 86
Despite this slight improvement in Mexico's IPC Index, foreign investors
should nonetheless consider the recent devaluing of the Mexican peso,187 the
recurring violent guerrilla upswings,'8 8 and understand that Mexico presents many
contingencies to the foreign investor. In fact, many analysts are quickly losing
confidence in Mexican markets. 89
VI. THE UNITED KINGDOM
A. Background
The United Kingdom houses six different stock exchanges;'t 0 the London
Stock Exchange being its most notable.' 9 ' In terms of market capitalization of
184. See Silver, supra note 21, at Cl (describing the Mexican Stock Exchange's reaction to the Mexican
government's decision to devalue the peso).
185. Mary Lynne Vellinga, U.S. Companies Prosper While Mexico Struggles, SAC. BEE, Jan. 22, 1995,
atAl.
186. Mexico Markets Do a Sharp About-Face on Revised Package, INVESTOR'S BUS. DAILY, Feb. 1,
1995, at A5. The United States and international organizations have promised Mexico a rescue package of ap-
proximately US$50 billion, including US$20 billion in loans and loan guarantees from the United States, a
US$17.8 billion loan from the International Monetary Fund, and US$10 billion from the Bank for International
Settlements. Bernice Napach. Wary Investors Digesting Mexico's Package, INVESTOR'S BUS. DAILY, Feb. 3,
1995, at Al.
187. See Silver, supra note 21, at Cl (summarizing Mexico's peso devaluation). Within a matter of
weeks, Mexico saw its peso plummet from 3A5 to the dollar (December 19, 1994) to 5.65 (January 6, 1995).
Colin McMahon, supra note 123, at Cl. The Mexican peso reached a record low of 6.3 to the dollar on January
30, 1995. Mexico Markets Do a Sharp About-Face on Revised Package, supra note 186, at A5.
188. See Nusser, supra note 20. at B3 (describing Mexico's political risk).
189. Napach. supra note 186, at A l. Analysts remain negative or neutral with regard to the stability of
Mexico's economy. Id. "Mexico has a long way to go." said Wayne Lyski, a portfolio manager of several
emerging market bond funds at Alliance Capital. Id. "It's still going to be several years before Mexico regains
investors' confidence. There's no reason to pile in right now," said Dana McGinnis, president of San Antonio
Capital Management. Mexican Markets Do a Sharp About-Face on Revised Package, supra note'186, at AS.
Just recently, analysts have compared Mexico to a "black hole." Jim Talley, Analysts Suggest Long Look at
Long-Term Stock Approach, SUN-SENTINEL (FORT LAUDERDALE), Jan. 22, 1995, at 5F.
190. IBBOTSON & BRINSON, supra note 1, at I 11.
191. Id. The London Stock Exchange was founded in 1773, predating the establishment of the New York
Stock Exchange by a mere 19 years. WARFIFLD, supra note 7. at 81. In 1973, the United Kingdom consolidated
all British regional exchanges and the Dublin exchange in Ireland with the London Stock Exchange to form
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listed equities, United Kingdom (U.K.) exchanges totaled US$756.2 billion in
1990, the third largest in the world.'92 In 1988, there were 2,577 securities listed
on the London exchange. 93
The most widely followed stock index in the United Kingdom is the Financial
Times Stock Exchange 100 (FT-SE 100); however, the London Exchange has
recently introduced a cluster of new indices.194 The FT-SE 100, known as
"Footsie," is a market-value weighted index of the 100 largest companies (ranked
by market value) listed on London's International Stock Exchange. t95
The London Stock Exchange underwent major changes in October 1986, an
event known as the "Big Bang."' 96 The U.K. government deregulated its secu-
rities markets,' 97 and, as a result, fixed commission rates were abolished.'9" Also,
firms now operate as both brokers and dealers, allowing U.K. banks, for the first
time, to become full-serviced financial institutions!"9
B. Residency Requirements
U.K. law generally imposes no residency requirements or percentage limi-
tations for foreign ownership.m The same rules and laws are applied to residents
and nonresidents equally.20' Furthermore, there are no exchange controls on the
transfer of funds into or out of the United Kingdom.202
the International Stock Exchange (ISE). IBBOTSON & BRINSON, supra note 1, at 115. "By number of issues
(stocks and bonds) listed, the ISE is by far the largest stock exchange in the world." Id.
192. IBBOTSON&BRINSON,supra note 1. at 111. At year-end 1993, capitalization of the New York Stock
Exchange totaled US$4.5 trillion, while capitalization of the NASDAQ market totaled US$791 billion.
EuROMONEY, supra note 123, at 74-76.
193. IBBOTSON & BRINSON, supra note 1, at I11.
194. EUROMONEY, supra note 70, at 33. The newly introduced indices include: the FT-SE Mid-250,
comprised of 250 medium-sized companies; the Fr-SE Actuaries, combining both the FT-SE 100 and the FT-
SE Mid-250, covering the top 350 companies; and the Fr-SE Small Cap Index, with approximately 450 smaller
companies. Id.
195. IBBOTSON & BRINSON, supra note I, at 137.
196. UNITED STATES CONGRESS, OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT, Trading Around the Clock:
Global Securities Markets and Information Technology-Background Paper, OTA-BP-CIT-66, 10 1ST Cong.,
at 44 (July 1990) [hereinafter OTA].
197. Id.
198. EuRoMoNEY, supra note 70. at 33. "The old fixed-commission structure was a casualty of London's
Big Bang in 1986. With commissions now freely negotiable, the last eight years have seen a steady reduction
in commissions payable on equity transactions in the United Kingdom." Id.
199. OTA, supra note 191, at 44. U.K. banks that are full-serviced financial institutions can now
underwrite securities and own brokerage houses. Id.
200. Market Reports, United Kingdom: Country Marketing Plan FY'94, Nov. 16, 1993, available in
LEXIS, World Library, Allwld File [hereinafter Market Reports, United Kingdom]. "Restrictions to which
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C. U.K. Taxation Concerns
In 1975, the United States and the United Kingdom set out to update an
income taxation convention between the two countries, which had been in effect
since 1 9 4 5 .2"3 The updated convention, which was first signed by both countries
on December 31, 1975, entered into force on April 25, 1980.1 Similar to the
Canadian and Mexican treaties, the U.S.-U.K. Treaty specifically addresses,
among other things, the taxation of capital gains,2 5 dividends,2 and interest.20 7
1. Capital Gains
The relatively brief article in the U.S.-U.K. Treaty pertaining to capital gains
taxation merely states that each country "may tax capital gains in accordance with
the provisions of its domestic law."208 Consequently, the provisions of both U.S.
and U.K. tax law generally provide that capital gains realized by nonresident
individuals are not taxable.20 For example, the United Kingdom only taxes non-
residents on capital gains if the gain arises on an asset located in the United
Kingdom which is used in a U.K. trade or business.2 0
For British tax purposes, a capital gain is calculated as the amount by which
the proceeds from the sale of an asset exceed its indexed cost?" Thus, like
Mexican tax law, indexing costs may turn a nominal gain into a deductible loss
since the indexed cost accounts for inflation.
212
203. ARTHUR ANDERSEN & Co., THE USIUK DoUBLE TAX TREATY 1 (1980). One of the major reasons
for renegotiating the 1945 Convention was to recognize the introduction of an imputation system of taxation,
which became law in the United Kingdom in 1973. Id. Under an imputation system, "U.K. companies pay
corporation tax at the corporate level, a portion of which can be used to satisfy part of the liability of the
company's shareholders to U.K. income tax on any dividend income received from the company." Id. Without
this treaty, U.S. investors would not receive this imputation credit. Id. at 2. "The imputation system is to be
contrasted with the 'classical' system of income tax in force in the U.S. under which no part of federal income
tax on U.S. corporations is available to set against the U.S. shareholder's tax liability on the dividends paid out
of the company's profits." Id. at 3.
204. Convention Between the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
and the Government of the United States of America for the Avoidance of Double Taxation and the Prevention
of Fiscal Evasion with Respect to Taxes on Income and Capital Gains, Dec. 31, 1975, U.S.-U.K. [hereinafter
U.S.-U.K. Treaty], available in LEXIS, Fedtax Library, Ibfdtr File.
205. Id. art. 13.
206. Id. art. 10.
207. Id. art. 11.
208. Id. art. 13.
209. ARTHUR ANDERSEN & Co., supra note 203, at 92.
210. Id. at 93.
211. Investing Licensing & Trading, Treatment of Capital Gains, ECONOMIST INTELLIGENCE UNIT, Nov.
1, 1993, available on LEXIS, World Library, Inlitr File. The indexed cost equals the acquisition cost multiplied
by the ratio of the relevant price index, thus accounting for inflation. Id.
212. See supra notes 165-166 and accompanying text (discussing indexing).
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2. Dividends
Like the treaties with Canada and Mexico, the U.S.-U.K. Treaty permits both
countries to tax the same dividend, but places a limit on the amount of possible
tax imposed by the paying company's country of residence.213 For purposes of the
treaty, a dividend taxable under U.K. tax law is defined as any item which the
laws of the United Kingdom treats as a distribution.2 4
Article 10(1), authorizing a maximum fifteen percent withholding tax rate for
dividends, applies only if the U.K. resident receiving the dividends is not entitled
to a "tax credit 2 5 in respect to dividends received from a U.K. corporation.2 6 On
the other hand, if Article 10(2) applies, as is currently the situation, it entitles the
U.S. investor to a tax credit paid by the U.K. government subject to a withheld
deduction not exceeding fifteen percent.21 7 In other words, the U.S. resident is
entitled to the same "tax credit" that is available to the U.K. resident.
If the U.S. resident receiving the dividends is actually carrying on business
in the United Kingdom through a permanent establishment,218 the dividends are
not viewed as "dividends."2 9 Instead, they are categorized as either "business
profits" or "independent personal services" and are subsequently taxed as such,
according to respective treaty provisions. 2
3. Interest
The U.S.-U.K. Treaty defines interest as income from government securities,
bonds or debentures, whether or not secured by mortgage and whether or not
carrying a right to participate in profits, and other debt claims of every kind.
21
The treaty stipulates that interest derived and beneficially owned by an individual
U.S. resident shall be exempt from U.K. tax.2 2 This taxation exemption, how-
ever, does not apply if the nonresident individual is carrying on business in the
213. U.S.-U.K. Treaty, supra note 204, art. 10.
214. Id. art. 10(3).
215. See supra note 203 (explaining U.K. tax credits under its imputation system of taxation).
216. U.S.-U.K. Treaty, supra note 204, art. 10(2).
217. Id. art. 10(2)(a)(ii).
218. Id. art. 5. "Permanent establishment" is defined in the Treaty as "a fixed place of business through
which the business of an enterprise is wholly or partly carried on." Id. It can include a branch, an office, a
factory, or a workshop. Id.
219. Id. art. 10(4).
220. Id.
221. Id. art. 11 (3). 'The treaty specifically states that, for purposes of this Article, interest does not include
any income which is treated as a distribution under the provisions of Article 10 or penalty charges for late
payments. Id.
222. Id. art.L 11(2).
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foreign country through a permanent establishment.2 -3 In such a case, the pro-
visions of Article 7 dealing with business profits will apply instead.2 24
D. Summary
Financial analysts continue to recommend securities investment within the
United Kingdom.m In 1991, direct foreign investment into the United Kingdom
totaled $198 billion, with the United States accounting for nearly thirty percent.m
Foreign investors need not worry about a currency riskO7 or a political risk 28
Also, unlike Mexico, U.S. investors will not be confronted with any language
barriers. Therefore, the only problems U.S. investors may encounter when in-
vesting in U.K. markets is the geographical distance between the two countries
and the resulting information gap and lack of news accessibility.
VII. EFFECTS OF THE NORTH AMERICAN FREE TRADE AGREEMENT
The North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) has already produced
increased foreign investment, specifically in Mexico, and it is predicted that fur-
ther increased foreign investment will followY 9 The seeds for a free trade agree-
ment were initially planted during the U.S. presidency of Ronald Reagan. MHow-
ever, it was not until August 12, 1992 that U.S. President George Bush formally
announced that an agreement had finally been reached among the United States,
223. Id. art. 11(4).
224. Id.
225. Searle, supra note 4.
226. Market Reports, United Kingdom, supra note 200.
227. See supra note 21 (describing Mexico's foreign currency risk).
228. See supra note 20 (describing Mexico's political risk).
229. Colin McMahon, NAFTA, One Year After; Mexico's Statistics: A Mixed View, CHI. TRIB., Jan. 1.
1995, at Cl. "U.S. investment promises to be strong in the communications and financial industries, sectors
in which state control and lack of competition have produced poor service and high prices for consumers." Id.
Foreign firms have submitted hundreds of requests to operate financial institutions in Mexico. Id. Moreover,
foreign investment in Mexico during the first eight months of 1994 totaled $8.9 billion, a 29 percent increase
from a year earlier. Id.
230. JUDITH H. BELLO ET AL, THE NORTH AMERICAN FREE TRADE AGREEMENT: A NEW FRONTIER IN
INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND INVESTMENT IN THE AMERICAS 1-2 (1994). For example, in a January 4, 1986
radio address to the nation, former U.S. President Reagan stated, "During my 1980 campaign for office, I called
for a North American accord- a renewed spirit of friendship and cooperation between the United States,
Mexico and Canada, the three great nations which share this continent" Id. at 2 n.4 (citing 22 WEEKLY CoMP.
PRES. Doc. 16 (Jan. 4, 1986)).
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Canada, and Mexico to the terms of NAFTA.Y' On January 1, 1994, after lengthy
negotiations and national debate, NAFTA finally entered into force.r
2
It is clear that NAFTA generally does not apply to taxation measures.
Moreover, the White House description of NAFTA's taxation provisions states
that, "as a general matter taxation questions will be governed by applicable
double taxation treaties." In the event of an inconsistency between NAFTA and
a tax convention, the tax convention prevails.' Furthermore, the U.S. Treasury
Department views the income tax treaties signed with Canada and Mexico as
significant complements to NAFTAY3
6
However, many foreign investors are waiting to see how NAFTA will
ultimately affect foreign investment restrictions and regulations. 7 For instance,
because NAFTA grants most-favored-nation treatment for cross-border invest-
ment,238 NAFTA appears to conflict with the residency restrictions outlined in
Mexico's foreign investment law3 9 The basic premise behind NAFTA is the
effectuation of free trade between the participating countries. NAFTA's granting
231. North American Free Trade Agreement, Dec. 17, 1992, 32 I.L.M. 298 (1993) [hereinafter NAFrA],
art. 2103 (1). See BELLO ET AL., supra note 230, at 3.
232. NAFTA's passage through the U.S. Congress was accompanied with heated and controversial
debate. Lively NAFTA Debate Leads to Free Trade Victory (CNN television broadcast, Nov. 18, 1993),
available in LEXIS, News Library, CNN File. The U.S. House of Representatives passed NAFIA and its
supplemental agreements on November 17, 1993 by a vote of 234 to 200. Id. The U.S. Senate passed the Treaty
on November 20, 1993 by a vote of 61 to 38. James Gerstenzang, Senate Approves NAFTA on 61-38 Vote;
Trade: Passage in Upper House Had Been Expected. Pact Still Faces Action in Mexico and Canada, L.A.
TIMES, Nov. 21, 1993, at A18. The U.S. President signed the implementing legislation on December 8, 1993.
Deputy Assistant U.S. Trade Representative for North American Affairs David Weiss, Address at the
Canadian-American Business Council Luncheon (Feb. 16, 1994), available in LEXIS, News Library, NAFTA
File. The U.S., Canadian, and Mexican governments exchanged diplomatic notes on December 30, 1993 to
implement NAFTA and the supplemental agreements. Id.
233. NAFrA, supra note 231, art. 2103(l). "Except as set out in this Article, nothing in this Agreement
shall apply to taxation measures." Id.
234. Paul McDaniel, NAFTA & Formulatory Apportionment: An Exploration of the Issues, in ESSAYS
ON INTERNATiONAL TAxAION 293 (Herbert H. Alpert & Kees van Rad eds.,1993) (citing Int'l Trade Rep.
(BNA), Vol. 9, No.34, at 1450 (Aug. 19, 1992)).
235. NAFrA, supra note 231, art. 2103(2). "Nothing in this Agreement shall affect the rights and
obligations of any Party under any tax convention. In the event of any inconsistency between [the provisions
of] this Agreement and any such convention, [the provisions of] that convention shall prevail to the extent of
the inconsistency." Id.
236. Lederman & Hirsch, supra note 175, at 100.
237. Lawrence E. Koslow, Mexican Foreign Investment Laws: An Overview, 18 WM. MrrCHELL L. REV.
441,458-60 (1992) (stating that investors are uncertain as to how the liberal foreign investment requirements
outlined in NAFrA will ultimately affect Mexico and its own Constitutional law).
238. See NAFIA, supra note 231, ch. 11.
239. See supra notes 133-152 and accompanying text (discussing Mexico's 1993 FIL).
242
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of "national treatment ' 240 and "most-favorite-nation treatment '241 to secure a
more unimpeded investment environment embodies this view. However, the
residency requirements contained in Mexican law apply to all foreign investors
and seem to contradict the basic underlying free trade premise of NAFTA.
Scholars predict that Mexico will not be asked to abolish its foreign investment
laws and regulations, but that it will be asked to apply them differently with
respect to the United States and Canada.242
Annex I to NAFTA's investment chapter includes exceptions to the general
rules and liberalization commitments articulated in NAFTA.2 43 Annex I lists
existing laws that are exempt from NAFTA's national and most-favorite-nation
treatments. 2" For example, in Annex I, Canada and Mexico commit to altering
their investment screening laws over the long run,245 but nonetheless retain a right
to review certain foreign takeovers.24 Canada will still review acquisitions that
qualify under the CFTA provisions, 247 while Mexico reserves the right to review
transactions where the foreign investor acquires more than forty-nine percent of
the equity of the Mexican enterprise.24 Canada retains the right to review acqui-
sitions by U.S. investors of Canadian companies in excess of C$150 million,
while Mexico reserves the right to review acquisitions by U.S. investors of Mexi-
can companies in excess of twenty-five million U.S. dollars. 249 Furthermore, the
provisions set forth in Annex I cannot be made more restrictive, and if liberalized,
may not later be made more restrictive2 °
NAFTA may still have an indirect effect on investment in the United
Kingdom, even though the United Kingdom is not a party to the treaty. It is
conceivable that U.S. citizens will now generate more money into Mexican and
240. NAFIA, supra note 231, art. 1202(1). In describing "national treatment," NAFTA states: "[e]ach
Party shall accord to service providers of another Party treatment no less favorable than that it accords, in like
circumstances, to its own service providers." Id.
241. Id. art. 1203. In describing "most-favorite:nation treatment," NAFTA states: "[elach Party shall
accord to service providers of another Party treatment no less favorable than that it accords, in like
circumstances, to service providers of any other Party or of a non-Party." Id.
242. See Koslow, supra note 237, at 456-60.
243. See NAFTA, supra note 231, annex L
244. See id.
245. See supra notes 75-92 and accompanying text (describing Canada's requirements for direct and
indirect acquisitions of Canadian businesses). See also supra notes 132-154 and accompanying text (describing
Mexico's requirements for direct and indirect acquisitions of Mexican businesses).
246. NAFTA, supra note 231, annex I.
247. See supra notes 86-92 (outlining the provisions relating to direct and indirect acquisitions set forth
under the CFTA).
248. NAFrA, supra note 231, annex I.
249. Id. Canada annually adjusts its acquisition threshold to account for inflation. Id. Mexico's
acquisition threshold increases every three years. Id. According to NAFTA, Mexico may review acquisitions
in excess of: $25 million for the first three-year period beginning on the date of entry into force of NAFTA;
$50 million for the next three years; $75 million for the three-year period beginning in the six years after the
entry into force of NAFrA; and $150 million after NAFTA has been entered into force for nine years. Id.
250. Id.; BELLO ET AL., supra note 230, at 176.
243
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Canadian markets because of NAFTA's loosening of foreign investment bar-
riers.251 Consequently, the passage of NAFTA may cause detrimental effects to
the U.K. economy.
Vin. CONCLUSION
As countries gradually implement and adopt sweeping free market reforms,
investment of some nature in the equity market of a foreign country increasingly
becomes a priority for many investors 52 As a country's economy grows and
prospers, it is only natural that its equity market will follow.5 3 Because many
foreign countries' equity markets have consistently outperformed U.S. stock
markets over the years,24 individuals drastically limit investment opportunities
and potential capital gains if they ignore the tremendous growth opportunities of
the world market.
Unlike the United Kingdom, which applies the same general investment rules
to residents and nonresidents equally,2s5 Canada and Mexico continue to liberalize
their foreign investment law to promote more favorable environments for foreign
investors. Residency requirements still exist and it is important that practitioners
are aware of the different barriers to entry. It is also important for practitioners to
understand the impact of taxation treaties on the realization of a capital gain and
the receipt of dividends and interest.
Moreover, NAFTA, with its phaseout requirements, allows foreign investing
to be accomplished more easily. For example, Mexico, once known for its rigid
law limiting foreign investment to forty-nine percent ownership, now allows
100% foreign ownership in most sectors of its economy.s 6
Jeffrey R. Ahronian
251. Allen R. Myerson, U.S.-Mexico Trade Advances Sharply Under New Accord, N.Y. TIMES, June 6,
1994, at Al. In the first three months after the implementation of NAFIA, trade between the United States and
Mexico rose sharply to record levels. Id. For the first three-month period, U.S. exports to Mexico rose 15.7%
compared to the comparable three-month period a year earlier. Id. Imports from Mexico rose 22.5%. Id.
252. Kristof, supra note 4, at D4. See generally Fidler & Fraser, supra note 4, at 25 (relating the
prospects of Mexican stocks due to Mexico's newly "streamlined economy" and comparably low price to
earnings ratios of its stocks).
253. IBOT5ON & BRINSON, supra note 1, at 12.
254. Id. at 142.
255. See supra notes 200-202 and accompanying text (discussing U.K. residency requirements).
256. Stein, supra note 130, at 1; Vargas, supra note 135.
